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he nineteenth-century British philosopher John Stuart
Mill said all successful social movements go through
three stages: ridicule, discussion, and adoption. The animal-protection movement, over the course of decades, has attracted its share of ridicule from pundits, politicians, and, on
occasion, the public at large, but there can be no doubt that the
period of ridicule has largely passed. Americans are engaging
in a serious debate and discussion over a simple question with
sweeping consequences: Do animals matter?
The answer, according to more and more Americans, is a
resounding yes. A new paradigm governing our relations with
animals is muscling the old one aside.
Progress has been tangible. 1-lundrecls of companies no
longer test their products on animals before marketing them.
Millions of Americans have foresworn the wearing of fur. Cruelty to animals, at least in the eyes of the law, is illegal in every
state in the nation; in fact, fifteen states impose felony-level
penalties on animal abusers.
But the old order-and the attendant world view that animals exist merely to serve humans-is still standing; its roots
are embedded and holding firm. We need only look around to
recognize that institutionalized animal abuse in its myriad
forms is still a fixture in our culture and our economy. Circuses pointedly demean wild animals in the name of amusement,
while trophy hunters slaughter them for their heads, and
agribusiness conglomerates rear domestic animals in factorylike conditions as if they were simply economic machines.
However, the tangible advances that have been made serve
two important purposes. They alleviate animal suffering in the
here and now, and they demonstrate that the struggle for
change does succeed, fueling future efforts to seek the creation
of the humane society we envision.
Take the case of the 1995 !-!SUS Legislative Achievement Award recipients, grassroots activists recognized for their outstanding
legislative accomplishments in the name of
animal protection. In Illinois Chris 1-ligens
worked unstintingly for legislation to protect
guard dogs who endure the cold and loncli-

ness of the night. Pamela Frasch and Sharon Hannon teamed
up in Oregon to help pass the nation's toughest anticruelty law.
Lisa Jennings rounded up support in every corner of New
Mexico to win a statewide ban on the brutal practice of horse
tripping at Mexican-style rodeos.
These activists and their creative and indefatigable cm)r
serve as models for us all, and they show that change is pm;,;i
ble when people of conscience take action. They also show
that it is important to stand up and be counted. All fomtecn
last year's Legislative Achievement Award winners. and
thousands of people who helped them by writing or call
their elected officials, did just that.
It is now time for our movement-comprised of millio1~
Americans of different occupations, political atTiliations,
interests, bound together by a common concern for the
being of animals-to stand up and be counted.
The day is June 23, 1996. The occasion is the 1996 t\IL1,<:h
for the Animals in Washington, D.C. The purpose is to clenlclil·
strate to the world that a humane society must account for i 1c
interests and well-being of animals (see page 17).
The time has come for the animal-protection movement !o
demonstrate the depth and breadth of our support f(Jr the cau::e
of animals by assembling and marching in our nation's capit<tl.
It will be a march to show that we are not a fly-by-night caw;c
or a case of sentimentalism gone mad, a march to show tint
mainstream Americans have a steadfast intent to end the de!il;erate and unnecessary harming and torturing of animals in our
society.
The HSUS, as the world's largest animal-protection 01 ·
ganization, is an international sponsor of the 1996 Marc:1
for the Animals. We endorse this historic event, organized
by the National Alliance for Animals, and
we challenge every member of The 1-!SU~;
to travel to Washington, D.C., to participate in it.
Change happens one step at a time: so
does a successful march. Join us in June for
the 1996 March for the Animals in Washington, D.C.
•
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THE U.S. COURT oflntemational Trade ruled in late December 1995 that the United
States must bar shrimp imports from countries that do
not have sea turtle conservation measures in place
by May 1, 1996. The ruling was the result of a lawsuit filed by Earth Island
Institute, The HSUS, and
several other groups. All nations trawling for shrimp in
waters shared with sea turtles
and exporting their product
to the United States will be
required to
reduce sea
turtle mortality by 97
percent or face
an embargo of
their shrimp
products.
This dramatic reduction
in sea turtle
deaths can be
achieved with the
proper use of turtle excluder
devices (TEDs) on all vessels.
TEDs have been required on
most U.S. shrimp trawlers
since 1989.
This decision will save an
estimated one hundred thousand endangered and threatened sea turtles from drowning in shtimp nets every year.
According to media reports, the Clinton administration plans to appeal the decision. The HSUS hopes that
the administration will instead
embrace this critical protection for sea turtles.
THE THIRD ANNUAL National Farm Animals Awareness Week (NFAAW), September 17 to 23, 1995, featured
an HSUS-sponsored contest to
encourage people to create
new ways to raise awareness
2

about farm animals and their
behavior.
The top prize of $1 ,000 was
awarded to the Hendrix County Humane Society (HCHS)
in Brownsburg, Indiana. The
1-lCHS promoted the week by
giving a group of children and
a local television news crew an
educational farm tour.
The Humane Society of
Boulder Valley, Colorado, won
$750 for attracting the most
positive media attention for
the week, and $250 was
awarded to Animal earn, a children's educational outreach
program in Jenkintown, Penn-

sylvania, for the most innovative new activity.
Five ptizes of $50 each
were awarded to individuals
who shared fascinating facts
about farm animals. The
wi1mers were Viktor Reinhardt, Ambuja Rosen (Oregon), Nan Jolmson (Mississippi), Debbie Edwards
(Virginia), and Koni Keane
(Vermont). Three p1izes of$50
each were awarded for photography of farm animals. The
winners in this category were
Tamra Bell, Viktor Reinhardt,
and Debbie Edwards.
OVER THE LAST DECADE,
severe droughts and local overpopulation have put thousands
of wild horses at Nellis Air
Force Base in Nevada at risk
of dying of thirst, and denuded
rangelands surround the widely scattered waterholes. These
horses have been rounded up
by the federal Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) ten times
in the last ten years, with
younger horses being removed for adoption and older,
unadoptable horses being re-

Winning photographs in a contest to encourage appreciation of
farm animals included this one of Nevv York's Tamra Bell vvith
pigs and the one, above, by Wisconsin's Viktor Reinhardt.

turned to the range.
To begin to control the Nellis horse
populations while reducing the need for
stressful roundups
and risky adoptions,
The HSUS, working
through the immunocontraception research team, and
BLM officials treated 270 Nellis horses
with the immunocontraceptive PZP (porcine zona pellucida)
in January. While
partly designed to le:;t advanced new preparations of the
PZP vaccine, the project is also designed to reduce the horses' population growth iil one
area ofthe base, Cactus t:lclls.
Preliminary evaluation of
the effects of PZP tn?<liments
on pregnancy rates will begin
this autumn, and docum·~'lta
tion of population effects will
begin in summer 1997. The
HSUS is encouraged lh<li the
BLM is seriously examining
contraception as a humane alternative for management of
westem wild horses.
LAST YEAR THE HSUS <md
the U.S. Postal Service (USP~;)
cosponsored the first annual
National Dog-Bite Prevention
Week. In 1996 The HSUS and
the USPS will again observe
the week, June 10-15. They
will be joined by other major
animal-protection groups
across the country, including
the American Humane Association, the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, and the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Projects include a mailing
to every postmaster in the
country, as well as production
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The wild horses on Nevada:~
Nellis Air Force Base have
been rounded up repeatedly
over the last decade.
of an educational poster and
related materials focusing
on dog-bite prevention, safety around dogs, and responsible pet ownership. Plans for
cooperative events between local animal shelters and post offices are already under way.
IN AN HSUS REPORT released in February, statistics
reveal the fur
industry's
steady decline. The
number
of Amer-
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ican fur trappers
declined from
213,000 in 1990
to 157,000 in
1994; the number of U.S. furfactory farms declined from
1,027 in 1988 to 457 in 1994;
and pelt prices at auction have
dropped dramatically. The
number of U.S. fur-garment
manufacturers and fur retailers
that go out of business rises
each year.
The smaller the market for
fur garments, the fewer the
number of animals who suffer
and die for a frivolous fashion.
The HSUS continues its educational efforts to reveal the cruelties involved in fur fashion.
For a copy of the report, send
$1 to: Fur Decline Repmi, The
HSUS, 2100 L St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
IN THE FALL OF 1995,
HSUS scientists joined with
personnel from the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to begin
a deer immunocontraception
project on the NIST campus in
Gaithersburg, Maryland.
The 570-acre campus contains as many as 250 whitetailed deer. The deer do not
now pose a threat to the health
or safety of NIST's workers
and visitors, and they survive
quite nicely on the richly
fertilized lawns and small
woodlots of the NIST
. campus. However, the
) sheer number of animals
/ on such a small campus
worries animal advocates
I and hinders the recovery of
the herbs, shrubs, and
' saplings that other wild
creatures need to establish
themselves. The HSUS and
NIST hope that iJmnunocontraception can gradually reduce

lective
planting
and the
creation of small temporary enclosures allow natur-

al plant communities to start
regenerating.
HSUS scientists vaccinated
16 does with the immunocontraceptive PZP. Additional
does will be treated through
1996, with the first results expected in sp1ing 1997.
II

ESA: SPECIES PROFILE
AT RISK: WHOOPING CRANES
THREATS: Human disturbances and habitat destruction first brought about the
decline of the whooping
crane. Whooping cranes
are now threatened
by hunting (although it is illegal), hann to
their nesting
and flight areas by boats
and small aircraft, collisions
with power lines,
and the pollution of Gulf
Coast wintering sites. Infectious diseases and inbreeding also pose potential
threats to the whooping
crane's survival.
POPULATION: In 1938
only 18 whooping cranes
remained of the more than
I ,000 cranes who once migrated over expanses of the
Midwest; a nonmigratory
flock of 13 birds in Louisiana
disappeared by 1950. Protection of whooping cranes'
nesting grounds at Wood
Buffalo National Park in
Canada and their wintering

grounds at the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge in
Texas, along with other measures, have resulted in a rebound in the wild population to approximately 160 birds.
Captive breeding has built a
captive population of nearly
l 00 birds, and a
whooping crane
release project begun in 1993 is attempting to establish a
nonmigratory population in
Kissimee Prairie, Florida.
Whooping cranes mate
for life and return to the
same nesting territory each
year. They produce two
eggs each breeding season,
usually raising one chick
successfully.
ESA STATUS: Endangered.
This spectacular white bird,
with a wingspan matching
that of an eagle, was one of
the first species to be placed
on the ESA's endangered
list, soon after its passage in
1973.
D

Many animals depend on the Endangered Species Act (ESA)
for their sun,ival. Here we focus on a species whose fate is
linked with that olthe ESA itself
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UP FRONT

MARINE MAMMALS

Keiko: Halfway Home
Free Willy star begins a new life in Oregon

K

eiko," the whale whose plight in
captivity was illuminated by the
international hit film Free Willy,
arrived safe and sound at the Oregon
Coast Aquarium in Newport, Oregon, on
Sunday, January 7.
Four hundred reporters from around
the world were waiting in the cold rain at
the Newport Airport. The plane carrying
the famous cetacean broke through the
clouds at 2:49 P.M., two hours late, and
taxied to a stop, met by a mixture of onlookers' tears and cheers. Keiko's twentyhour journey was almost over.
The move had begun the previous
night, and by all indications, it had gone
smoothly right up until Keiko's arrival in
Newport. United Parcel Service (UPS),
which donated the use of a Hercules C130 cargo plane and its accompanying
crew for Keiko's journey, had requested
that the plane take off at night, reasoning
that the cool, dense nighttime air would
facilitate the liftoff of the eighteen-ton
load, the heaviest single "package" ever
carried by a UPS plane. Keiko had been
lifted by a crane, using a specially built
sling, from a tank at the Reino Aventura
marine park in Mexico City and lowered
into a 27-foot-long, 7-foot-high, and 7foot-wide transport tank. (The tank was
refilled with water and ice at refueling
stops in Monterrey, Mexico, and Phoenix,
Arizona.)
At 1:40 A.M. Keiko's transport tank left
Reino Aventura on an eighteen-wheel
flatbed tmck. Thus began a twenty-mile
journey to the Mexico City International
Airport along a route that, despite the early hour, was lined with fifty thousand
Mexican citizens who came to bid Keiko
farewell. Just before 5 A.M. Keiko's tank
was lifted by crane and rolled through the
rear cargo door of the UPS plane.
Thousands of people lined the three4

mile route from the Newpmi Airport to
the Oregon Coast Aquarium. Some had
camped out since the previous night in
order to secure prime viewing locations.
Virtually every business in town displayed large "Welcome, Keiko" signs.
One little girl, smiling broadly, though
she was dripping wet and shivering, held
high a handmade sign reading, "Welcome
to our pod."
David C. Phillips, executive director
of Earth Island Institute and the Free
Willy Foundation, notes that "Keiko has
become a symbol for the plight of whales
and dolphins around the world. We hope
[his rehabilitation] will lead to the day
when all marine mammals are free from
all human exploitation." Patricia A.
Forkan, HSUS executive vice president,
agrees, adding, 'The HSUS will be the
lead coordinator in establishing an institute that will develop a body of knowledge, experience, and scientific protocols

to facilitate the rescue, rehabilitation, and
release of captive and stranded whales
and dolphins." The state-of-the-art facility at the Oregon Coast Aquarium will be
a center for such work.
The city of Newpoti and its surrounding communities deserve praise for the
educational effort that preceded Keiko's
arrival in Oregon. Every child seemed to
know Keiko's story, from his capture near
Iceland in 1979, to his less-than-satisfactory home in Mexico and the health problems his captivity had caused. The children lining Keiko 's route knew much
more about Keiko, and marine mammals
in general, than did most of the reporters
present. They seemed to understand the
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1996
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risks involved in his transport and rehabilitation and truly felt the moment and understood its importance.
Only one glitch was observed during
the move. At the Newpmi Airport, as
Keiko 's human companions attempted to
pull his tank out of the plane and onto the
UPS flatbed tmck that would take him to
the aquarium, the cable pulling the tank
snapped, causing a few brief moments of
panic as the crew scrambled to come up
with a replacement. A replacement chain
was found and attached to the tank, and
the move continued uneventfully.

At 4:30 P.M. the flatbed
pulled up to the side of the
aquarium, located on a thirtytwo-acre site on Yaquina Bay,
adjacent to Oregon State
University's Marine Science
Center. Local UPS deliveryman Pat Dordan, who had
proposed to UPS that the
company transport Keiko,
handed Oregon Coast Aquarium president Phyllis Bell a delivery receipt for her to sign. "No signature, no delivery," joked Mr. Dordan. A crane then
lifted Keiko out of his transport tank, over
the aquarium wall, and into his new
"halfway house," filled with the first real
seawater Keiko has swum in since his
1979 capture. The soft chants of thousands
of children-"Keiko, Keiko, Keiko"-grew
to a roar as Keiko cast misty spouts of condensed breath high into the night.
The "Keiko Express" crew, led by Mr.
Phillips, seemed to anticipate brilliantly
every potential trouble point in this move.
Lanny Cornell, D.VM., Keiko's head veterinarian, who accompanied
him on the trip, observed that
Keiko made the journey in
great shape and with little
stress, noting that the whale's
respiration rate remained unchanged.
Keiko's new pool, which
cost $7.3 million to constmct, measures 150 feet
long, 75 feet wide, and 25
feet deep, nearly four times
larger than the one he left in
Mexico City. It holds two
million gallons of cold, clean
seawater pumped directly from Yaquina
Bay. A separate 9-foot-deep pool, measuring 33 feet by 28 feet, allows for isolation
dming medical treatment. Reef-like rock
work covers half the pool's bottom, providing a mbbing surface, acoustic variety,
and canyons and crannies for Keiko to explore. The water current in the pool can be
altered to discourage repetitive, unidirectional swimming. Play jets installed in the
pool bottom create a vertical water curtain, or air-bubble curtain. Two underwater viewing windows allow visitors and
Keiko to check each other out. Curator of
5
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mammals Mike Glenn,
who is responsible for
Keiko's day-to-day care in
Newpmi, has noticed that
Keiko has been spending a
lot of his free time since
the move at the underwater
viewing windows, sometimes singling out a specific person for a good,
long look. "He's rarely seen people from
an underwater vantage point before, so
this was a real novelty for him. We knew
he was people oriented, so we always
hoped that the underwater viewing windows would provide him with this kind of
stimulation."
Keiko has significant hc<llth problems that must be overcome before his
return to the wild is possible. He has
skin lesions at the base of his pectoral
flippers and flukes, caused by a papillomavirus. He may have a compromised
immune system. He has digestive problems, most likely caused or exacerbated
by a limited diet. He has poor overall
muscle tone from inactivity in response
to too-warm water. His teeth are worn
from repeated chewing on the edges of
his concrete pool in Mexico. He also has ner (Free Willv). The board of the foundaa fallen dorsal fin, possibly caused by tion includes The HSUS and the McCaw
the unnatural amount of time spent at Foundation and is raising money through
the water's surface, coupled with unidi- sales of K.ciko adoption kits, Free Willy
rectional swimming.
Foundation tiles (sec page ll ), and donaThe decision to release Keiko will ul- tions (to make a donation, make your
timately rest with the Free Willy Founda- check out to HSUS/FWF).
tion board of directors, upon the advice
The Discovery Channel, one of the naof a foundation-appointed advisory panel tion's five largest cable television netof experts. It may take two years before works, has begun production on Keiko :S
an accurate assessment can even be Story, a documentary of Keiko's rehabilimade, though according to Mr. Glenn, tation. The piece is scheduled to air in
"Kciko's early progress was dramatic. early 1997. Discovery's senior vice presiEach day he was more active and ener- dent of programming, Clark Bunting, angetic than the day before. Considering his nounced, "We're going to document this
physical conditions in Mexico City, his story every step of the way. Audiences
response to the new system is going very the world over were touched by the ficwell." The Free Willy Foundation is also tional clements in Free Willy. We're conassisting in the research necessary for fident audiences will find fact just as
Kciko's potential release in the waters off compelling as fiction in the true-to-life
story of Kciko."
the coast of Iceland.
K.ciko is only halfWay home. Now
A tax-deductible, nonprofit organization, the Free Willy Foundation was orga- the burden falls upon us to take him,
nized by Mr. Phillips at the request of eventually, the rest of the way there.
Warner Bros. studio and film producers I -Mike Winiko!J program coordinator,
Richard Dmmcr and Lauren Shuler Don- The HSUS's West Coast Regional Office
6
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ANIMAL-RESEARCH ISSUES

"Alternatives'': A Good Year
Safety-testing procedures are in transition

N

ineteen ninety-five was a bmmer
year for The HSUS in promoting
alternatives to the traditional use
of animals in safety testing. To be sure,
animals continued to be used to gauge,
however unreliably, the possible hannful
effects-including eye and skin irritation,
systemic poisoning, cancer, and birth defects-of chemicals on human beings. In
the United States alone, several million
animals are used ammally in testing procedures. However, thanks to The HSUS,
concerned consumers, progressive scientists and policymakers in industry, government, and academia, this situation is
changing for the better.
Safety testing is in the midst of a transition, guided by the "Three Rs" of replacement, reduction, and refinement: replacing or reducing animal use in specific
procedures and refining methods so that
the animals experience less pain and suf-

fering. Unfortunately, this transition has
been frustratingly slow.
What would it take to help transform
this slow evolution into a high-speed revolution? The answers are several: a greater
awareness and appreciation of the Three
Rs approach, especially within industry
and regulatory agencies; greater funding
for research and development of alternative methods; a better vision to guide future efforts on alternatives; more timely
assessments of whether proposed alternatives have been proven to be at least as
good as the animal tests they are designed
to replace (a process lmown as "validation"); and, finally, more guidance from
regulatory agencies on how to validate an
alternative method and gain its regulatory
acceptance.
The HSUS actively pursued all five
approaches in 1995.
On November 17 Paul G. Irwin, HSUS

HSUS President Paul G. Irwin (l-ight) congratulates Russell and Burch Award winner
Robert Tim Buskirk, Ph.D., at the award ceremony. held in Washington, D. C.
8

president, bestowed our armual Russell
and Burch Award upon Robert Van Buskirk, Ph.D. The award is given to scientists
who have made outstanding contributions
to the advancement of alternative scientific
methods. Its purpose is to call attention to
the Three Rs approach and to reward scientists who devote their careers to its advancement. Named after William Russell
and Rex Burch, who pioneered the Three
Rs approach in the 1950s, the award carties a $5,000 prize made possible through
the generosity of an HSUS benefactor.
This year's award was given to Prof. Van
Buskirk for his development of innovative
safety-testing methods that do not use animals. The widespread application of these
methods has saved thousands of animal
lives.
Earlier in the year, The HSUS and a
corporate sponsor launched a funding
program for the research and development of alternative testing methods. The
program disbursed $100,000, ft.mded by
the Gillette Company, for projects to be
conducted in 1996 involving the use of
human cells or studies of human volunteers. (Tests using animals or animal cells
were not eligible.) This ensures that any
new methods resulting from this program
will not be plagued by the problem inherent in all animal-based procedures: their
uncertain applicability to humans. The
funds were awarded as two $50,000
grants. One grant ft.mded researchers at
the Schepens Eye Research Institute developing an in vitro model of the human
cornea for use in eye-irritation testing.
The second grant ft.mded researchers at
Case Western Reserve University developing a test for assessing skin irritation
using biopsies from human volunteers.
Last spring Martin L. Stephens, Ph.D.,
HSUS vice president for Animal Research Issues, participated in a workshop,
"The Three Rs: The Way Forward," convened to chart a course for alternative
methods. The event was sponsored by the
European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods and brought together
key figures from the alternatives community. The workshop was chaired by two
past recipients of the Russell and Burch
Award, Michael Balls, D.Phil., and Alan
Goldberg, Ph.D., and was attended by
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1996
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Messrs. Russell and Burch themselves.
The three days of deliberations and follow-up work resulted in a report that was
published in the international journal Alternatives to Laboratory Animals. (Copies
of the report and an abbreviated summary
are available from The HSUS for $1.)
On November 15, 1995, The HSUS
sponsored a workshop to discuss the outcome of a three-year assessment of alternatives to the Draize Eye-Irritancy Test (in
which chemicals are tested in rabbits'
eyes). Representatives of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Consumer Product Safety Commission, collectively known as the Interagency Regulatory Alternatives Group (IRAG), coordinated the assessment. The HSUS wants
to see the quickest possible replacement
of the Draize test, but unfortunately, the
workshop revealed that efforts to validate
Draize test alternatives are faltering. Ironically, the variability of Draize testing data
is complicating efforts to replace this test.
The IRAG assessment failed to address an
important challenge put to IRAG early on:
to identify a set of nonanimal methods
that could at least replace the Draize test
for the limited but significant purpose of
detecting chemicals likely to be severefcv
irritating to rabbits' eyes. The HSUS is
exploring ways to tackle these problems.
Regulatory agencies have been regarded historically as more of a hindrance to than a help in advancing alternative methods. !RAG's initiative to assess alternatives to the Draize test was
seen as a positive step away from this pattern. A more far-reaching activity has
been the effort to draft official guidance
on how to validate alternative tests and
gain regulatory acceptance. Spurred by
1993 legislation, the National Institute of
Environmental Health Science established the Interagency Coordinating
Committee for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM), comprising
several key U.S. agencies. In November
1995 ICCVAM issued a draft document
on validation and regulatory acceptance
and sought outside comment. In December ICCVAM convened a meeting of experts on alternative testing methods to
recommend improvements to the docu10

ment. Dr. Stephens was the only representative from an animal-protection organization to participate in the meeting's
working groups. The HSUS believes that
the document, if implemented diligently,
will become a milestone in the U.S. effort

to advance alternative methods.
The HSUS will continue to be at the
forefront of efforts to promote alternative
methods of safety testing until animals
are no longer used as our unwitting surrogates.
D
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American goldfinches enjoy a birdfeeder bounty under a dogvvood tree. State conservation efforts must reflect the public :s interest in preserving songbird habitat.
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Protection Close to Home
New suburban wildlife program launched

E

ight out of every ten Americans live
in what the federal government calls
a standard metropolitan area. Some
metropolitan areas are small, with perhaps
fifty thousand people living in neighborhoods and conummities; others, such as
the Baltimore-Washington, D.C., area~
larger than the state of Delaware~are
huge. Such sprawling population centers
were termed megalopolises by the French
geographer Jean Gottman in the 1950s,
when describing the one giant "city" extending from Boston to Washington. A
half century later, the West and Midwest
now boast their own megalopolises and
share with the East Coast the frustrations

and harmful consequences of unplanned,
unchecked, and unorganized urban and
suburban growth. Urban sprawl creates so
many problems for people that it is easy to
overlook its consequences to wildlife, not
only when it encroaches on the animals'
homes and habitats, but also when the animals adapt to the modified environments
we human beings impose upon them.
The HSUS has launched the first national program of suburban wildlife protection in an effort to address some of
the highly complex issues associated with
the suburban wildlife versus development
dynamic.
The new HSUS program is pursuing
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1996
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three major tssues in suburban wildlife
protection. The first is the age-old issue
of human-wildlife conf1icts. The HSUS is
already a leader in this field. holding
widely acclaimed seminars throughout
the United States since 1987. Material
fi·om the seminars has been summarized
in the HSUS book Hu111ane Conlm! of
Wildlife in Cities and Tovl'lls ( 1991 ). Much
remains to be done in our work of providing the public with accurate, comprehensive, and useful information. Beyond
that, we Elce the enormous task of challenging state and local authorities to reexamine traditional approaches in dealing
with wildlife. Members of the general
public are far more concerned with the
conservation and habitat-protection of
songbirds than of birds that arc hunted.
An enormous and antiquated state-level
conservation apparatus has been focused
until now on hunting, trapping, or otherwise exploiting animals; it must be refocused on the concerns or citizens in urban
and suburban areas.
The second major issue our program is
addressing is the intrinsic value of
wildlife in our lives. Few would deny that
our lives arc made better by contact with
the natural world and the things that in-

If global destinations that educate your n1ind, expand your cultural
horizons, and enrich your spirit are calling you, join The HSUS on
a "Journey of Awareness." Our ecotourism program~ is designed to
provide you with new perspectives on animal protection, wildlife
behavior, and cultures vastly different from our own.
All accommodations on our "Journeys" are carefully chosen to
enhance your "eco" experience. A representative of The HSUS
and a knowledgeable local guide vvill accompany you. All you need
to do is relax and enjoy tl1e excitement!

Explore Kenya's "web oflife" with naturalist James Ngetl1e.
Discover tl1e interdependence of insects, plants, flsh, birds,
and mammals at the National Museum. Then experience it
Coe.Yisting happilv with wildlife is an age-old challenge. A new HSUS program is designed to offi:r pmctical, humane solutions to many common problems.

habit it. Although getting stung by a bee
docs not necessarily improve one's life,
having that bee and others available to
pollinate flowers does. Yet we repeatedly
sec cases where a vigorous defense has to
be mounted to prevent the removal of
a beaver colony 11-om an urban pond, or
the trapping and euthanatizing of raccoons who are "too abundant," or the persecution of pigeons because they are
"dirty" and "spread disease." All too often
such ill-considered actions against animals are driven by assumptions about the
animals and their environment that are
completely wrong. Education is the best
defense against these actions, and it has to
start now before we lose more people (and
animals) to ignorance and apathy.
The third issue we are addressing is
our relationship to the land and the wild
things on it. As Americans we are spoiled
by our seemingly inexhaustible natural resources. and we take for granted our virtu' ally unimpeded access to any sort of
wildlife experience we might want. In Europe there is now serious talk of legislative mandates to ensure that everyone has
access to green, open space and to
wildlife within a certain minimum disAlthough a bee sting does not necessari/1' tance of his/her residence. In the United
improve one :S· life, having bees ami/able States. private groups such as the HSUS
to pollinatejlowers cerlainh• docs.
Wildlife Land Trust are working to protect
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firsthand on the African plains as you travel to the majestic

green, open space both for the benefit of
people and wildlife. Will this country
some day have to consider legislative
mandates to ensure such protection for its
citizens?
These arc the interlocking keystones
of the HSUS Suburban Wildlife Protection Program: to guarantee humane treatment of wildlife, to ensure that the positive and beneficial aspects of contact with
wildlife are realized, and to focus on the
fundamental values stemming from these
contacts that are important clements of
our lives and relationship with other living things. We must educate our children in these principles and provide them
with opportunities to educate themselves
through personal experience on the primacy of these values. Not a small component of this evolving program will be the
needs, concerns, and interests of the public. Our goals are simple: to help wildlife
and people live together in harmony in the
suburbs, where people and wildlife most
frequently meet; to foster an understanding of wildlife; and to instill a desire to
live compassionately with the wildlife
that means so much to us in our daily
lives. Meeting those goals will be the
challenge.-John Hadidian, Ph.D., HSUS
directm; Suburban Wildlife Protection
Program
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Samburu Reserve and Masai Mara. Camp out under
African skies in tented camps and visit Jane Goodall's chimpanzee rehabilitation project. "Value" Kenya: Price from
New York, $3,495. Optional Tanzania extension, to August
25, 1996,$1,795 additional.

Explore Borneo's amazing diversity of exotic vegetation and wildlife in the
world's oldest rain forests. Cruise down the Kinabatangan River, while elusive
proboscis monkeys observe your prot,JYess from the surrounding treetops. Watch
tl1e entertaining antics of orangutans at the Sepllok Orant,rutan Rehabilitation
Center. View the rain forest tl·om the unique perspective of an aerial catwalk.
Climb, if you wish, Mt. Kinabalu, Southeast Asia's second-largest mountain. Discover the vibrant river city of Kuching and beautiful Bako National Park, with its spider monkeys and ring-tailed macaws. Price fully escorted
from Los Angeles, $3,595. Optional extension
to Singapore, Bali, and Komodo Island, to October 23, 1996, $2,195 additional.
For more information, call The HSUS "Journeys" desk at l-800-223-6078, ext.
314, or (212) 765-4870, ext. 314.
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LIVING
WITH YOUR
CAT, YOUR
FURNITURE,
AND YOUR
PEACE OF MIND
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BY RACI-IEL LAMB

ACCORDING TO THE AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

shelter. Some may even resort to having their cat declawed. Is a

scratching means to a cat

57 million cats live in homes across the United States. With four

battle between the eat's itch to scratch and a household's need to

and to realize that it is a perfectly normal feline expression, rather

paws to a cat and four or five claws to a paw, billions of cat claws

be preserved inevitable? Must you sacrifice couches, chairs, and

than a personal attack. "Some cat owners may think that a cat who

are within scratching distance of furniture, rugs, draperies, cloth-

rugs to the resident feline?

scratches is displaying unhappiness or restlessness," explains

ing, and other household goods. Many cat owners, frustrated by

Thankfully, the answer is no. Although it takes work to deal

Melanie Adcock, D.VM., HSUS director of Farm Animal Protec-

their eat's propensity for scratching, banish the cat outdoors rather

with the natural feline desire to scratch, success stories are plenti-

tion. "In reality, she is simply expressing a natural behavior, much

than subject valued furniture and possessions to damage. Others

ful and include the cat, the claws, and the happy owner.

like stretching, yawning, and grooming." Through scratching, a

may give their cat away to friends, neighbors, or the local animal
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1996

It's important for all cat owners to understand exactly what
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cat is conditioning claws, stretching front limbs, and marking
15

"propetty." Some cats scratch as a way to
say hello when their owner enters a room.
No one really knows why some cats usc this
fonn of expression more frequently than do
others. A cat may scratch once a day or ten
times a day or prefer one type of surface to
another; in any case. the cat is exhibiting a
perfectly normal and natural behavior. The
key to controlling a eat's scratching is not to
focus on eliminating the behavior. but
rather to redirect where the behavior is being exhibited. "Once the cat owner realizes
that a cat needs to scratch and that a cat can
be taught where to scratch. he or she is
halfway down the road to solving the problem," Dr. Adcock says.
Just like dogs. cats need to be taught the
rules of the house. To a cat entering a new
household. all surbces. including rugs.
chairs. and sofas. look like potential (and
inviting) scratching areas. Since scratching
is as natural as rubbing up against furniture.
a cat assumes both behaviors arc equally
acceptable. A cat needs to be taught where
to scratch, and with proper teaching and
training, these places will become preferable to other ones.
Nah1ralncss notwithstanding. there arc
many times when it seems a eat's favorite
scratching place is that expensive couch in
the living room. The first question you
should ask may seem obvious: Does the cat
have an alternate place to scratch, such as a
scratching posfJ If not, the problem may be
solved by purchasing or constructing a
scratching post or board. "Many cat owners who contact The 1-ISUS with catscratching problems don't realize that their
cat has to have someplace to scratch; by
not providing a scratching post. any object
in the owner's home is fair game," explains
Janet Hornreich, HSUS associate for Companion Animal Care.
Determine your eat's favorite scratching
surface and scratching-post materials.
Many cats are finicky not only about what
they eat, but also about what and where
they scratch. Some cats love to scratch
wood but reject carpet. which is. ironically.
the covering used for many commercially
made scratching posts. Other cats prefer a
tall and sturdy scratching surface that allows stretching of the entire body. Some
cats prefer the scratching posts. made out
of corrugated cardboard. that lie flat on the
floor. Sisal rope and the back of old carpet
16

fi·agments are also enticing. (Using the carpet's pile side may confuse a cat who is discouraged from scratching carpet on the
floors of the home.) Until a cat is given a
satisfactory alternative. however. a sofa.
chair. or rug may become the scratching
object of choice.
Oller positive reinforcement for appropriate scratching and discourage scratching
in areas that are off-limits. Once you determine the type of surface and structure your
cat prefers. training can begin. You must be
consistent (without consistency. training
will be virtually impossible); you must be
firm; and you must be supportive. providing plenty of praise for "correct" scratching. The preferred scmtching place must he
the most enticing- ~limn the cat\- JH'rlpeclive-- in the entire house, the place where
your cat sleeps. eats. or plays. Rubbing catnip on the post can help. Gently moving
the eat's paws up and down the post in a
scratching motion while offering praise is
another positive method of training. (This
is especially effective immediately after a
cat has been sharpening claws on a favorite
living-room piece.)
There arc many ways you can discourage your cat from scratching your prized
possessions. Temporarily placing aluminum toil. double-sided sticky tape. or inflated balloons in the contested areas can
help deter a cat from scratching. Loosely
covering ends of sofas or backs of chairs
with cotton throws can also help. Other deterrents can include a spray from a water
spritzer when vou catch vow· cat in the act
(no/ later). Simply moving furniture from a
preferred sunning or snoozing spot may
make the piece less appealing.
Your cat docsn 't know it, but scratching
serves an important function-it removes
the old and loose layers of claw and exposes the healthy new claw underneath. Regular clipping sessions will decrease the need
for this claw upkeep. Clipped nails will also cause much less damage if a cat strays
from the designated scratching place. If
you are unsure how to trim your eat's nails.
ask your veterinarian to show you. Most
cats aren't crazy about having their paws
held and their claws clipped. You can make
it easier by t~1miliarizing your cat with the
process early on. By JUSt touching and
holding a cars paws. you can acclimate
your cat to such handling. By the time the

cat is comfortable enough for claw trimming. it won't be such a struggle. After
gently holding your cars paws. offer a reward of a small treat or catnip. Once a cat
is used to paw holding. clip just one claw at
a sitting. Using human fingernail clippers
or specially designed cat-claw clippers
(found in pet supply stores). clip just the
transparent tip from the claw. Be especially
careful not to clip the quick of the nail.
which is pink; this can cause bleeding. If
this happens, use a styptic pencil to stop
the bleeding. It's a good idea to clip claws
when your cat is relaxed. Once one or more
claws have been done. clipping comes
more casi ly to both of you. and you can
clip both the front paws and the back paws
in very little time. This ritual should be
performed once a week.
Too often people lose patience with the
clawing challenge and ask their veterinarian to declaw their cat. Unfortunately. the
procedure is seen by many cat owners as
routine. This is far t1·om true. If you are
considering declawing. you should be
aware that the procedure involves surgery
(called an onvchectomv) in which the entire
claw and end bone of each toe are amputated. It is a highly controversial operation
whose physical and psychological effects
arc in dispute. Any surgical procedure presents risks, and declawing is no different.
Think long and hard about whether such a
procedure is really necessary for your cat.
Have you made an effort to redirect scratching habits or is the surgery solely for your
convenience'? Cats should be given every
chance to learn proper scratching habits.
Dec Iawing should be the very last option.
To a cat. claws aren't destructive. They
arc essential body pmis. part of what makes
a cat a cat. Cats who are banished outside
because their scratching can't be tolerated
not only face outdoor dangers and live
shorter lives. but they also spend less time
bonding with their human companions.
(Although The 1-ISUS recommends that all
cats live indoors, it is essential that declawed cats never be allowed outdoors.) By
allowing your cat to keep those claws and
by teaching proper scratching places. you
will be truly accepting your cat as a marvelous creah1re. claws and all.
•
Rachel Lamh is HSUS directm: Companion Animal Care.
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cease.
We can proceed in a variety of ways: For example, we
can reevaluate the rationale
for using a particular animal
procedure when alternative
procedures are available. We
can evaluate whether the purpose for which the animals
are to be used .can nrrw\P:1"hr
.l;le considered ~. :>Sel11;la:t:.

tives
to take
1996 to·
The Three Rs concept emphasizes that,
whatever has been. done.in the past,the future should be different We do not need to
discredit animal experimentation undertaken in the past in order to secure its replacement in the future. It is crucial that we fo-
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VatllWTUJn qf
tive Methods
and chairman (flthe
trustees qfthe Fundfor the Replacement qf
Animals in Medical Experiments. In 1994
he was the recipient qj'The HSUS's Russell
and Burch Award His work has included
developing potential alternatives to the
Draize Eye-Irritancy Test and the LD50 test.

only to
attacks. In
· dolphins have died """'ut'"""'.I'Y
seining on dolphins for tuna.
By 1990 animal-protection advocates
were savoring a hard-won victory, having
convinced Starkist and other U.S. canneries
to buy tuna only from fleets that use dolphin-safe fishing practices. A dark cloud,
however, was gathering over Europe.
Mexico, the country with the biggest
purse-seining fleet in the world, having

more cum5ra:ssroo·ts initiatives
US. dolphin
!l!(iii¢th6t'W:er~:;)'elatiivellv unknown in Europe.
to be conducted on
We had to explain
p;tfrseise.rr!~l~g; a c1onc:ent that many Amenearlier. We needed
· media on how this fishery
netting and other proceto convince European politicians that a flood of cheap Mexican tuna
could disrupt the fragile European market,
undercutting French and Spanish fishermen who did not fish on dolphins.
Ultimately European consumers began to reject dolphin-deadly tuna. Can.neries-the gateway for tuna entering the
European market-capitulated, and in 1992
the EU initiated its own law for its vessels
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HSIHONDURAS

BIRD HAVEN

SUCCESS

S

ince the summer of 1991, located in the city of La Ceiba, on the
HSUS/HSI has provided funding northwest coast of the country. Adminis_
. and guidance for a rescue and re- tered by the Cuero and Salado Rivers
lease program for wild birds in Refuge Foundation (FUCSA), a private
Honduras (see the Fall 1994 Honduran organization, the Association
HSUS News). This program, which grew· for the Environment and Rehabilitation of
out of our 1990 investigation into the cap- Wild Birds (AMARAS) rescues and rehature and export from_ Honduras of birds bilitates birds who are either brought to
for the pet trade, represents a histmic col- the center by local residents or confiscatlaboration between HSUS/HSI and the ed by Honduran officials.
govermnent of Honduras to stop this bruThe center curre.htly consists of a quartal trade and release confiscated parrots antine area for incoming birds, four large
back into the wild.
·
flight cages, an isolation/medical area,
In the course of.this collaboration, the and caretakers' quarters. It is situated on
Honduran government passed a law that the edge of a national park that includes
prohibited capture and trade 'of native Spectacular Pica Bonito, a mountain that
birds, mammals, and reptiles, a key step provides on its slopes and in the surroundin the protection of the natural heritage of ing forest a home for monkeys, ocelots,
the country. This action helped to bring a jaguars, and myriad bird species. Many of
booming ecotouhsm trade to Honduras; it the center's parrots have been released in
has benefited the Honduran people while the secure area of the park and have been
protecting the wildlife.
·
seen flying over the center as they travel
In the first stages of the rehabilitation in and around the park.
program, HSUS/HSI staff designed built,
The,ultimate goal of this effort is thereand operated a bird-release of the program's
lease center. The inbirds into the wild arvolvement, training,
eas from which they
and development of"a
cal11e. Although the
core group of conmajority of the birds
cerned Honduran citiare parrots, AMARAS
zenswas a major comalso has rescued seaponent of the effort,
birds, raptors, toucans,
with the goal of evenand waterfowl. In each
tually turning over the
case, careful treatment
operation of the center
of th~ bird is the first
to them. The result?
step in the process of
Dedicated Honduran
rehabilitation. The staff
biologists, veterinariconstantly monitors
ans, government agenand evaluates each· pacies, and wildlife reha-_
tient's condition and
bilitators have been
progress toward the ulcooperating in the
- timate goal of release.
management of a sucAdditional flight cages,
cessful release center
new holding areas, and
Parrots make up the majority of a larger quarantine area
for four years. .
The permanent re- the birds sheltered and rehabili- are on· the drawing
habilitation facility is fated by AMARAS.
board to increase the
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toucans (right), seabirds, raptors, and waterfowl. In each case,
careful treatment of
the bird is the first
step toward the ultimate goal of release
back into the wild.

l

CIRCUS ANIMALS'
DAYS NUMBERED

A

center\ ability to
work with birds
efficiently.
Plans for expansion include
an area dedicated
to environmental
education, to formalize the ongoing progi'ams carried out with the
~local communi~ties and vis1tors
_ -~fro the area. In the
A toucan relearns how to fly in one of the four large flight view of HSUS/
cages constructed at the AMARAS center.
HSI, these efforts
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to educate the public .are as important as
the rescue and release of the birds. The attitudes of the public are the key to building a concerned and involved community,
which in turn can protect the wild areas
upon which the nch arr~1y of Honduran
w1ldlife ~'' dependent. AMARAS has
done an exceptional JOb of spreading the
message of concern. respect and protection for the animZJls who share the are:1
with its huimm residents.
AMARAS is ZJn example ofthe strong
commitment of the Honduran people to
their wildlife heritage. to environmental
education, and to a future where·the native
birds will tly free. This proJect is helping
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to ensure the survival of some oft he rarest
and most beautiful birds in the world. As
AMARAS continues to grow and change,
HSUS/HSI will continue to help it foster
humane and compassionate attitudes toward the wildlife of Honduras.
Let the ambassador of Honduras (His
Excellency Roberto Flores Bermudez.,
3007 Tilden St, NW, Washington, DC
20008) know that you applaud the steps
taken by the Honduran government to
protect the country's native wildlife and
urge its continued support for innovative
progrm,ns such as AMARAS.-Richard
Farinato. HSUS direct01: Captil·e Wildlife
Protf'ction Progmm
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nimal acts in circuses are a dying
tradition in Australia, as local governments, urged on by I-IS!, place
bans on where such acts can perform.
Circus animals suffer constant stress
fi·om relentless confinement in cages or
on chains. They must endure temperature extremes, irregular feeding and watering, and lack of exercise. They become listless and prone to illness and
may resort to self-mutilation in response
to stress and boredom. These animals arc
trained to perform tricks that arc unnatural and often painful and frightening.
In Australia local government councils manage local affairs, including regulation of animals. These councils are
responsible for approving permits for
circuses to operate in their locality. I-lSI
has been successfully lobbying local
councils in Australia to encourage them
to ban circuses that use animals.
When HSI learns that a circus is
scheduled to appear, we send a letter to
each member of the local council outlining our concerns.
If the response from council members is not immediate and favorable,
HSI alerts members and friends, urging
them to write letters of protest. A petition to be signed and submitted to the local council is included in such mailings.
In addition, HSl offers to m::~kc a presentation at a meeting of the local counci I.
Only if these first steps fail to yield
results does HSI turn to the media, advising them of the potential animal-cruelty issues involved in animal circuses.
This approach has proven highly effective. Twenty-eight local councils and territories now prohibit circuses using animals from performing, and the list is
growing steadily.
International circuses, such as the
Moscow Circus, also visit Australia. The
United Kingdom has based its prohibi-

tion against the inclusion of animals in
the Moscow Circus's tour in that country
on quarantine and animal-welfare issues. I-lSI has raised the same issues
with Australia's tederal minister for the
environment. Australia has some of the
toughest quarantine laws in the world.
HSI is arguing that these must be applied to foreign circus animals. HSI has
asked the minister to prohibit all international traveling animal acts and has mobilized our membership to do the same.
I-lSI and other groups do not want to
sec the end of the circus-they simply
want to see the circus of old transformed
into one based on entertaining performances by people. The popularity of the
Australian-based Flying Fruit Fly Circus
and the Circus Oz, which rely on hum::1n
skills alone, as well as the Moscow Circus's successful tour without animals in
the United Kingdom, prove this goal to
be possible.
By pressing local councils and advancing community awareness, I-lSI will
continue to work for an end to circus-anII
imal exploitation in Australia.

A performing bear with the Moscow
Circus goes on with the show.
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geese, nesting birds, and.many other species.of

~iJdlife. The 11los~ biologi~~IIy productive part of the refuge is
coastal plain, which provides important habitat for more
than 200 species, but the ANWR also includes a complete
range of arctic and subarctic ecosystems. Yet, since President
Dwight D. Eisenhower first set aside this area for federal pro-

tection in 1960, the ANWR's integrity has
been threatened repeatedly.
Federal lands such as the ANWR
are critical to the survival of many
species of wildlife. From the beginning of the European colonization of the American continent, animals were hunted for
food, pursued for the fur trade,
and evicted from their homes
when forests were cleared to provide timber and make room for farms
and towns. Increasingly, habitat has disappeared and with it the wildlife.
The setting aside of federal lands was
a key to the restoration of America's wildlife, and these lands now provide a diversity of habitat and varying degrees of protection for wild species. National wildlife
refuges, in particular, were established for
that specific purpose.
Unfortunately, wildlife refuges do not
protect wildlife completely. Activities such
as the oil drilling now being contemplated
on the ANWR threaten the future of
wildlife on many refuges.
The threat to the ANWR is not unprecedented. Less than 100 miles away lies Prudhoe Bay, where the discovery of oil fields
led to the construction of the trans-Alaska
pipeline. It is an ominous example of the
devastation to wildlife that development
can cause.
As the trans-Alaska pipeline was built,
Prudhoe Bay quickly became industrialized, with 500 miles of roads, 150 drilling
pads, and numerous buildings and pumping stations springing up practically overnight. The resulting degradation has been
extensive: 12,000 acres of wildlife habitat
have been destroyed.
Alaska's Department of Fish and Game
has found that female caribou in the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay/North Slope oil activities have fewer calves than do those in
undisturbed areas. Prudhoe Bay was once a
calving area for the central Arctic caribou
herd, but few caribou calves can be found
there today. Scavenger populations of gulls
and arctic foxes have increased dramatically around garbage dumps in the North
Slope oil fields. These scavengers prey upon the eggs and chicks of rare seabirds.
According to a 1988 U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service report on the impact of oil fields
on the North Slope and Prudhoe Bay, "Impacts not predicted ... [but which] have
been documented, include increased hunting pressure, elimination of nuisance polar
bears associated with drilling operations,
reduced polar bear denning activity within
oil fields, and temporary displacement of
denning ringed seals."
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Another consequence of the trans-Alaska pipeline has been oil spills. Alaska's Department of Environmental Conservation
reports that 100,098 gallons of petroleum
products were spilled in the oil fields in
1993 and 24,968 in 1994. Studies reveal
that a drop of fresh crude oil on the body
of a mother bird can kill the embryo in an
egg she has laid. Seabird, seal, and sea otter
populations still have not recovered from
the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989, another catastrophic but unsurprising consequence
of the construction of the trans-Alaska
pipeline.
Thus, there is good reason to fear opening the ANWR to oil drilling. The coastal
plain, the area most sought after by oil
companies, is a critical calving area for its
160,000-member Porcupine River caribou
herd, as well as the most important polar
bear denning habitat on land in the United
States.
Although some protection was afforded
the ANWR in 1980, when the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
closed the ANWR to activities such as oil
drilling, efforts to exploit the ANWR did
not stop. In 1995 Congress proposed a balanced budget bill that contained a provision for revenue from leasing the ANWR
for oil drilling. This provision would have
led the way for the ANWR to be opened to
drilling. Fortunately, President Bill Clinton
vetoed the bill and has vowed to veto any
budget bill that contained a similar provision regarding the ANWR.
There are various estimates regarding
the amount of oil that could be extracted
from the ANWR and how much money
and how many jobs might be gained, but
one thing is certain: oil development will
irreparably destroy the ANWR's wilderness qualities; bring widespread pollution
of air, water, and land; and devastate wildlife populations.
Legislative and agency efforts are under
way to exploit and destroy other public

lands and the wildlife that inhabit them; to
turn them over to private interests with no
interest in wildlife protection; to waive,
weaken, or eliminate the laws that limit their exploitation; and to remove
funding for their maintenance.
Hunting on national wildlife refuges is now allowed if it would not
conflict with a refuge's stated purpose (such as providing a sanctuary
and breeding grmmd for migratory
birds). The HSUS believes this situation
is inherently unsatisfactory, but a bill currently before Congress, H.R. 1675, would
make hunting a primary purpose of the
entire National Wildlife Refuge System.
The bill would strip from the refuge system
any vestige of sanctuary for beleaguered
wildlife.
The National Park System also has been
under attack recently by the so-called wiseuse movement and others who believe that
the federal government should not control
land. H.R. 260 would establish a commission to evaluate each area in the park system
for possible closure. This bill also seeks to
put state and local governments, rather than
the federal government, in charge of parks.
Often state and local governments are less
concerned with the health of the lands and
the wildlife they contain than they are with
gaining greater public access to those lands
for recreational or commercial purposes.
In the American West, meanwhile, livestock growers are threatening to take full
control of public lands that now serve to
protect wildlife, wild horses, and their
habitat. Ranchers who graze cattle on public lands pay the government a nominal
sum for that privilege. In the past the government has attempted to raise these fees
because of the devastation caused by overgrazing. However, the recently introduced
Public Rangeland Management Act, S.
852, would turn over management of grazing on public lands to the livestock industry. It would require that public lands be
managed to increase livestock production
to the exclusion of other uses, such as
maintenance of wildlife habitat. Wild horses and other wildlife would be excluded
from traditional watering spots, causing
extreme suffering as well as ecological
damage to the water holes themselves.
Congress has set its sights on the
ANWR, a land of spectacular beauty and
prodigious wildlife. If the ANWR is vulnerable, then none of our public lands is
safe and the future of our wildlife is uncertain.
II
Amy Weinhouse, Esq., is assistant trust
counsel, the HSUS Wildlife Land Trust.
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While we all must make our own peace
with the Wilburs and Babes of our world,
one thing is certain: when people come to
appreciate the special qualities of pigs, they
will be outraged at the inhumane conditions pigs suffer in modem husbandry systems and will demand that these exceptional animals be treated with compassion.
A PIG'S LIFE

Brought to the New World by Columbus,
the modern pig is a direct descendant of the
European wild boar, a forest-dwelling animal that forages in peaceful family groups
of ten or fewer members. Wild pigs typically sleep in a communal nest and roam
home ranges of up to eight square miles.
When given the opportunity, the domestic
pig's behavior closely resembles that of its
wild cousin.
Surprising as it may seem, pigs are
more intelligent than dogs. They are very
clean animals and discriminating eaters.
Unable to sweat, they bathe in mud to cool
off and to protect their skin from sun and
insects. They prefer water to mud, if available, and are good swimmers.
Pigs carefully keep their sleeping area
clean and will designate a spot as far from
this area as possible for waste. Even piglets
only a few hours old will leave the nest to
relieve themselves.
The species has evolved with a high capacity for storing energy in the form of fat,
due to variations in the seasonal supply of
food. Being omnivorous, pigs eat a wide
variety of foods, from acorns and grasses
to insects.
Pigs enjoy novelty and are extremely
active and inquisitive. When free to roam,
they spend much of their day enthusiastically smelling, nibbling, manipulating objects with their snouts, and rooting ("nosing") about in the soil for tidbits. A pig's
powerful but sensitive snout is a highly developed sense organ. Rooting is so essential to a pig that some animal scientists say
that "a rooting pig is a happy pig." A pig's
sense of smell is so keen that the animal is
trained in France to unearth truffles, an edible fungus that grows underground.
Pigs appear to have a good sense of direction, as they have found their way home
over great distances. They can run at
speeds around eleven miles an hour and
can trot for relatively long distances.
Few species are more social than pigs.
They are quite gregarious and cooperate
with and defend one another. Adults in the
entire social group will protect a piglet,
leaving food or their own litters to defend
the endangered youngster. If one pig starts
to dig out tree roots, others will invariably
JOII1111.
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Touch and bodily contact
are especially impmiant. Pigs
seek out and enjoy close contact and lie close together when
resting. They also enjoy close
contact with people familiar to
them and will roll over to have
their bellies rubbed.
Pigs are very vocal and
communicate constantly with
one another. More than twenty
of their vocalizations have been
identified. Pigs most often say
"gronk" and will say "baawrp"
when happy. They have an
elaborate comiship ritual, including a song between males
and females. Newborn piglets
learn to run to their mother's
voice, and the mother pig sings
to her young while nursing. After nursing, a piglet will sometimes run to "Mom's" face to
rub snouts and grunt. Pigs also
.
.

piglets are crowded into a series of barren
pens or cages, sometimes stacked two or
three high. Unsuitable, slippery concreteor metal-slatted floors often trap their feet,
cause lameness, and prevent them from
avoiding their own waste. They receive as
little as twelve minutes of human attention
in a four-month period. The harshness of
this dismally barren and overcrowded environment, compounded by frustration and
deprivation of every natural desire, encourages tail biting and abnormal aggression
from which victims cam10t escape. Never
having breathed fresh air or felt sunshine
on their faces, pigs are sent to slaughter at
six months of age.
LAST JOURNEY

Every year eighty thousand pigs die on the
journey to slaughter, victims of poor handling and transportation practices. They
are exposed to disease, unfamiliar noises,
motion, weather extremes, fatigue, and
crowding in small quarters with unfamiliar
pigs. Some handlers smash the snouts of
pigs with an iron bar, a barbaric practice
known as boar bashing, to prevent fighting.
More than $87 million is lost every year
due to poor meat quality, a direct result of

enJOY mUSIC.

When ready to give birth,
the sow selects a clean, dry
area apart from the group,
sometimes walking several
miles to search for a good nest
site and to gather preferred
bedding materials. She hollows
out a depression in the ground
and lines it with grass, straw, or
other materials. For several
days after her babies are born,
she defends the nest against intruders. When her babies are
five to ten days old, she encourages them to leave the nest
to socialize with the other pigs.
Weaning occurs naturally at
three months of age, but young
pigs continue to live with their mothers in a
close family group. Two or more sows and
their babies usually join together in an extended family, with particularly close
friendships developing between sows.
Young piglets play with great enthusiasm, play-fighting and lifting, moving, or
throwing objects into the air. Often one will
suddenly dart away with the others in hot
pursuit. A piglet playing alone will whirl
around and jump up and down in one spot.
MODERN MISERY

In contrast to this varied, active, stimulating natural environment stands the existence of the pig raised in intensive confinement. In a completely enclosed building
longer than a football field, as many as
twelve thousand pigs are born, impregnated, fed and watered automatically, medicated, and fattened for slaughter.

Inside such buildings, factory- farmed
sows spend their solitary lives in crates
barely larger than their bodies, with concrete- or metal-slatted floors on which they
cannot walk or even turn around. They are
forced to eat, sleep, eliminate, give birth,
and nurse their babies in the same tiny
space. The sow, an extremely social and intelligent animal who seeks out physical
contact, finds herself permanently indoors
and isolated in a tiny, barren crate, staring
at bars and a feeder.
Her strong matemal drive to prepare a
nest is thwarted by the crate, the hard floor,
and the lack of bedding. In her fi:ustration the
sow gnaws on the bars of her cage, stamps
her feet, and futilely attempts to escape.
A week after baby pigs are born, they
are injected with antibiotics. Their teeth
are clipped, their ears notched, and their
tails docked; the males are castrated. All
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procedures are performed without anesthesia. Normal interactions between mother
and babies are prevented. The piglets are
taken away at three weeks of age or
younger, which causes them to develop abnormal sucking and nosing behaviors.
A pregnant sow's feed is restricted to
prevent her from becoming ove1weight
during her forced inactivity. This leaves her
chronically hungry. Instead of foraging
naturally for a varied diet for six to seven
hours a day, she is supplied a monotonous
feed in such limited amounts that it is consumed in ten to twenty minutes. She must
urinate and defecate where she stands.
Not surprisingly, frustrated and isolated
sows develop abnormal behaviors. Unable
to escape, they display "mouming" behavior, sitting motionless for hours with heads
hung low or pressed against the crate, ears
drooping, eyes clamped shut.
HSUS NEWS • Spring 1996

The frustrated sow may also develop
stereotypical behaviors-neurotic, compulsive movements such as intense and frequent biting of the bars of the crate. Such
behaviors resemble chronic psychiatric
disorders in humans. She escapes from this
misery only when she becomes less "productive" and is sent to slaughter at two to
three years of age. Pigs naturally live
twelve to fifteen years.
After being taken from their mothers,

stress, fatigue, and injuries.
The "downer" sow, unable to stand or
walk on her own, sometimes suffering
from back or pelvic fractures, frequently
endures prodding with electric prods, kicking, and dragging to force her toward her
brutal end.
An estimated one billion pigs will be
commercially slaughtered in the United
States this year. After being electrically
shmned and shackled upside down, their
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myriad health problems.
In 1995 a spill of twenty-five million
gallons of sewage from more than ten thousand hogs devastated a seventeen-mile
stretch ofriver in North Carolina. Ironically, this year-old "farm" was the first to operate under new environmental regulations.
In one three-month period, in four states
alone, twenty-two major hog-waste spills
were reported.
Over the past twenty years, 68 percent
of all hog fanners have been driven out of
business as megasized factory farms have
proliferated. Industry experts predict that,
at this rate, the family hog farm will be extinct by the early part of the next century.
Although factory farms claim to create
jobs, three jobs are lost for every one created by a new factory farm. Taxpayers unknowingly spend millions of dollars supporting hog factory farms, often owned by
multinational corporations, via tax exemptions and credits.
throats will be cut and they will be "bled"
and submerged in a scalding vat. Improperly stunned pigs may suffer paralysis, with
heart attack-like symptoms, or regain consciousness prior to death. Very rarely, but
tragically, some are even scalded alive.
Despite consumer opposition to the use
of hormones in food products, the hog
industry awaits government approval of
porcine somatotropin, a synthetic growth
hormone injected into pigs to make them
grow faster and leaner. Obsessive breeding
for leanness has already made pigs more
prone to excitability, porcine stress syndrome (a genetic disorder that results in the
inability to move), and disease in general.
Pigs face a future that includes weaning
at as young an age as ten days, escalated
use in biomedical research and genetic engineering, and the harvesting of their organs for human transplantation.
These intelligent and sensitive animals
are forced to endure lives of misery and deprivation in intensive husbandry systems.
If dogs were kept in similar conditions, it
would be a criminal offense in most states,
yet pigs are no less intelligent or social or
sensitive than dogs. Their wonderful qualities even have led to the popularity of the
pot-bellied variety as fad pets. (Unfortunately, pigs cannot live happily in the
home, and such pets often are eventually
abandoned.)
Hog producers claim that pigs wouldn't
be as productive as they are if they weren't
"content." This claim conveniently ignores
the drugs, hormones, and other chemicals
that are routinely given to intensively
farmed pigs to combat disease and increase
productivity. Ignored, too, is the fact that
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pigs have been selectively bred for their
ability to grow and produce even under adverse conditions. In any case, use of drugs
and hormones gives rise to consumers'
concerns over drug residues in food products and the development of antibioticresistant bacteria.
Despite the drugs and the specialized
breeding, hundreds of millions of dollars
are lost every year from porcine leg, foot,
and respiratory disorders alone. At least 20
percent of factory-farmed pigs die in intensive husbandry systems. In the name of
cheap food, factory farms continue to proliferate. They are profitable because of
their size and level of automation and depend on crowding huge numbers of animals into small spaces without concern for
their well-being.
ENVIRONMENTAL SPILLOVER

Factory farms would not be so profitable if
they were held accountable for animal suffering, environmental pollution, and destruction of the family farm.
Exposure to toxic gases, airborne particles, and microbes results in health problems for as many as nine out of ten factoryfarm workers. The noise inside a hog barn
is so great that workers often must wear ear
protection. (The pigs, of course, must endure such conditions without protection.)
A single hog factory can produce as
much waste as a small town, usually without comparable environmental restrictions.
Water and soil are contaminated with parasites, pathogens, heavy metals, and other
pollutants. Those who are unfortunate
enough to live in the vicinity of hog factories suffer from odor, swarming flies, and

HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

Many husbandry practices, such as the
chaining and crating of pregnant sows,
have already been outlawed in other countries. Profitable fanning systems are currently available that allow pigs to be pigs.
Across the United States, people are
banding together to keep factory farms out
of their communities. The consumer is demanding the right to choose how food is
produced and increasingly using compassion to guide these choices.
You can refuse to purchase products obtained from factory farms. (If not labeled
otherwise, animal products are likely to
come from such systems.) Shop at natural
food stores, food co-ops, and farmers' markets, where you are likely to find more 1mmane and sustainable food choices. Remember the "Tlu·ee Rs" when you shop or
eat out: refine your diet by purchasing only
animal products obtained in more humane
and sustainable ways; reduce your consumption of animal products; and replace
the meat in your diet with nonanimal foods.
(All kinds of meat substitutes, including
imitation bacon and sausage, are available.)
Write The HSUS for a list of contacts in
your state who can help you get involved in
the fight against corporate hog farms or for
a copy of the Humane Consumer and Producer Guide ($13 for HSUS members).
Finally, distribute reprints of this article
(available from The HSUS) to help educate
others.
•

PROTECTING

FORESTS

L

ast October the Alliance to Save the

R.·uss.
im.1 Taiga. Fsignificant,
..ore.st·'·took .as·m·
but potentially
step all,
toward implementing its goal of proc
.
tecting Russia's beautiful, wildliferich.forest, known as the Taiga: The alliance served as host to gathering of
Russian and U.S. forest activists in Washington State. Given the present uncertain
political situation in Russia, it is unlikely
that. g<;>vernment pronouncerrients-410wever well"intentioned"'--V.an. save the Siber"
·ian tiger, the. wolf, the sable, the reiiideer,
or other species that inhabit this vast and
mys~erious foi"est, now being eyed ·hungrily· by multinational timber companies.

a

"When all is said and done, what really
works to truly proteCt forests and animals
is sustained citizen. grassroots pressure,"
says Slava Slouzhivov, president of EarthKind (Russia). "By getting local Russian
forest activists together with Americans
experienced in such issues, ·we think we
can create a synergy that wiU res tilt in the
perinanent protection of millions of acres
of crucial forest habitat in Russia."
The historic ·gathering .of Russian .and
American activists proved to be. an enormous success. Mr. Slmtzhivov, joined by
eighteen other Russians, spent three weeks
in this country. Met .and hosted by local
activists, they ·were flown ov~r vast and

Melanie Adcock, D. V M., is HSUS direct01;
Farm Animal Protection. Mary Finelli is
senior researche1; Bioethics and Farm Animal Protection.
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controversial expanses of Northwest
forests by Project Lighthawk. The New
Mexico-based but internationally famous
"environmental air force" is an all-volunteer corps of pilots whose free flights for
decision makers have been a unique and
powerful feature of every Ame1ican forestprotection campaign in the past decade.
The Russians and Amelicans hiked, visited sawmills and timber towns, examined
clear-cut areas and national parks, and participated in conferences. They learned
how similar they were in their mutual love
for wildlife, despite differences in language, culture, and nationality.
Plans are under way for presentations
to be made to Presidents Boris Yeltsin and
Bill Clinton and for a followup meeting
next year in Siberia. "We are excited
about the new opportunities for wildlife
protection in our planet's forests that this
pioneering exchange has opened up," says
Pat Rasmussen, executive director of the
Taiga alliance. "We think that we are creating an effective counte1weight to the industrial pressures that are threatening vast
pristine stretches of the Russian forest."
"Ironically, the situation in [U.S.]
Northwest forests is actually much worse
than in Rtlssia," says Brock Evans, cochairn1an of the alliance, vice president of
the National Audubon Society, and a
long-time champion of forest protection.
"A century ago most of our temperate
Northwest rain forests were untouched,
splendid habitat, just like the Russian
Taiga. Unfortunately, our 'superior technology' got to those forests before public
awareness could stop it."
Americans can be justly proud of the
millions of acres of protected national
parks and wilderness areas, the largest
and strongest system of protected areas
in the world. A flight on any of Project
Lighthawk's planes. particularly over the
Pacific Northwest states, shows all too
painfully what has happened to those areas not given protection: they have become a moonscape of immense clear-cuts.
"We are shocked by the extent of logging on watersheds [we have seen in
Washington Statel and the devastation on
private lands," said Vladimir Shamshin, a
retired forester from Kamchatka. Svetlana
Shlotgauer, fi·om the eastern Siberian city
of Khaharovsk, assured the American
preservationists that they would not let
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F~rest tracts set aside for endangered species such as the spotted owl are
now open to logging~ Inset: Brock Evans is arrested in Oregon.

similardestrttction happen in Russia: ''We more, permitting fi.trther timber cutting
plari to share our stories and pictures of only after government scientists had de. cleat-cuts, logging along streams, and termined that plant and animal .species
··eroded hillsides in the Northwest forests would not be threatened.
to spur Russians into action,"
Unfortunately, the .1994 congressional
. The Russians were most concerned by elections changed all that. The new Conliquidation of Amelican ancient forests gress passed a law doubling the amount of
on the steep Northwest
timber allowed to be cut on
mountainsides. Russian law
federal forests across the
"THIS. [LAW] WAS
prohibits logging on slopes
country. Passage was accomAN INDUSTRYsteeper than 30 degrees, but
plished through the use of an
American technology perFINANCED
unusual legislative technique,
mits logging on. slopes of up
a rider attached to a larger
SNEAK ATTACK
to ·80 degrees. "Importation
appropliations bill that dealt
ON OUR PUBof your supposedly superior
with unrelated issues such as
LIC-FOREST
. Arnelican technology threatforeign aid and earthquake
ens ciur forests," said Anatoly
relief.
TREASURES."
Lebedev, from Vladivostok.
Pressured relentlessly by
--Brock Evans
"We will never be able to
the timber industry and its alsave our Siberian tiger, who
lies in Congress. the Clinton
needs large tracts of unspoiled forest, un- administration is now being forced to perless we can control the appetite of West- mit the logging of hundreds of tracts of
ern and Asian timber companies and their forests that had been set aside to protect
technology."
cmcial endangered species. EnvironmenMany Americans may have thought talists are mounting an effmi to repeal the
that the controversy over the remaining "logging without laws" rider and have so
Pacific Northwest ancient forests was far enlisted the support of Rep. Elizabeth
settled in 1993, when President Clinton Furse of Oregon. Until the provision is remmounced a revolutionary new plan for pealed, the destruction is likely to continue.
the millions of acres of federal holdings
Knowing that U.S. environmental laws
in the region. The president's Northwest are now strong enough to prevent the kind
Forest Plan would have reduced logging of logging that would destroy species and
in the prime tracts of big trees, with their pollute streams, the lider's congressional
unique and rare habitats, by 80 percent or sponsors simply ignored those laws. A
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special Clause· in ·the
rider holds that the
logging will continue,
notwithstanding any
statute or the decision
of any court. "Perhaps
even more terlible than
the . destruction of so
much of our irreplaceable
ancient forest is the equally
savage and terrible destruction of the
whole rule of law-the only glue that
binds us together as one people, as a civil
society," declares Mr. Evans.
In October Mr. Evans and ninety other
protesters were arrested and jailed for
criminal trespass while demonstrating at
an Oregon logging site. Since then, arrests, protests, and ·newspaper editorials
calling for repeal of the Jider have escalated. The New York Times called it "possibly the worst public lands law in our nation's history."
Says Mr. Evans, "When the whole
body of laws that we have so painstakingly built up over the las.t century is set
aside, we are left with no other recourse
than passive resistance."~John A. Hoyt,
president, EarthKind (USA); co-chairman, the Alliance to Save the Russian
Taiga Forest

Until "logging without laws" is
stopped, trucks will continue to cart
off the Northwest's forests.
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Animals in Peril
How "Sustainable Use" is Wiping
Out the World's Wildlife
By HSI President John A. Hoyt

ADDRESSING
A DILEMMA

W

ith the U.n. ited Natio. ns
(UN) acting as an honorary co-sponsor, EarthKind and the Earth
Pledge Foundation, of
New York City, held a conference on sustainable tomism in the Dominican Republic, November 29 through December 1,
1995. Framing the essential question of the
conference, Ted Kheel, president of the
Emih Pledge Foundation, asked, "How
does tourism, the leading industry in the
Caribbean region, continue its dynamic
development while ensuring environmental sustainability?" Nitin Desai, under-secretary-general of the UN, provided an answer to Mr. Kheel 's question: "Protecting

the coral reefs and the blue skies, the clear
water and the emerald rain forests, the
wildlife and the local cu1ture is what sustainable tourism . means. This conference
was unique in focusing on practical proposals to preserve these values."
"The growth in the Caribbean tourist
industry is dependent on environmental
sustainability. This conference represents
a step forward for the small island states
in achieving these inextricably comlected
goals," said Jean Holder, secretary-general of the Caribbean· Tourist Organization,
and an attendee ofthe conference. "Tourism employs one in six workers and constitutes the leading source of foreign exchange. At the same time, the environ-

Coral reefs attract visitors. The Caribbean's island states have an enormous
stake in the viability of sustainable tourism.
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Tourists snorkel in clear waters. Conferees focused on environmentally
responsible economic growth.

ment, which attracts visitors, is under increasing stress," noted Leslie Hoffman,
executive director of Earth Pledge.
After a keynote address by Jim MacNeill, secretary-general ofthe Norwegianbased environmental organization the
Brundtland Commission, conference attendees fonnulated several major initiatives
dealing with funding concerns, sustainable energy proposals, resource centers,
''green" hotels, and coastal management
The conference issued a call for the
World Bank to consider holistic, practical
funding proposals for the sustainability
aspects of tourism. In response, Maurice
Strong, senior advisor to the president of
the World Bank, chairman of the Earth
Council, and architect of the 1992 Earth
Summit, indicated that the World Bank is
very open to practical suggestions as to
how to fund environmentally sustainable
tourism.
Increasing enviromnental awareness on
the pa1i of hotel operators also bodes well
for the future. "Whether nsing energy-efficient lights, recycling, ensuring clean
water, or building closed-loop sewage
systems, hotels can make a big difference
for the environment while building clientele," said Frank Rainieri, owner of the
Punta Cana Beach Resort, host for the
conference.-Jan Hartke, Esq., executive
director, EarthKind (USA)
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With so many animals living on the
verge of extinction, why do governments all over the world routinely sanction the killing of endangered species?
The theory of
"sustainable
use"-legalized killing
in the name
of conservation-provides govemment and wildlife-organization officials with

a convenient rationale for the systematic decimation, depletion, and destruction of endangered species. Animals in Peril is an eye-opening look
at this problem and provides alternatives that can benefit communities,
wildlife, and the environment
Animals in Peril is available in a
softcover edition ±rom The HSUS
(2100 L St., NW, Washington, DC
20037) at a special price: $7.95
for HSUS members, $9.95 for
nonmembers, including shipping and handling.
ISBN 0-89529-648-9

A COPY OF THE LATEST REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION FILED
BY THE HSUS MAY BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE HSUS, OFFICE OF THE
TREASURER, 2100 L ST., NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20037, (202) 452-1100; or in Florida,
Tim DMSION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE
STATE, 1-800-435-7352; in Maryland, for the cost of copies and postage, the Secretary of State,
State House, Annapolis, MD 21401; in New Jersey, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
STATE OF NEW JERSEY BY CALLING (201) 504-6215; in New York, the NYS Department
of Law, Charities Bureau, The Capitol, Albany, NY 12224; in North Carolina, THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, SOLICITATION LICENSING BRANCH, BY CALLING (919) 733-4510; in Pennsylvania, the Department of State by calling toll-free, within Pennsylvania, 1-800-732-0999; in Virginia, the State Division of Consumer Affairs, Department of
Agricultural and Consumer Services, P.O. Box 1163, Richmond, VA 23209; in Washington, the
Charities Division, Office of the Secretary of State,. State of Washington, Olympia, WA 985040422, or by calling 1-800-332-4483; in West Virginia, the Secretary of State, State Capitol,
Charleston, WV 25305. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL; OR RECOMMENDATION BY ANY STATE.
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FREE ELEGANT LEnERING

®li'l 1£11!\li!l[)

Q!;i[[

PROFESSIONAL

:J;,y;t

Ewsltst7okc

Graphic

Put Your

Pet's Picture
on a Mug
e 11 oz. Ceramic Mug e Full Color
e Dishwasher and Microwave Safe
e Pictures Returned with Mug
e Fully Guaranteed
e Non-Pet Pictures are OK
e Nearly 40% of Sale Donated to The HSUS
e HSUS Logo Appears on Back of Mug
Order Form

Please print on the back of each picture your name, address and
the number of mugs to be made from that picture. Mail the
picture(s), along with this coupon and your check made payable
to A+ School Mugs, to A+ School Mugs, 3615 Wisconsin
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016.
Phone (202) 966-6847
Allow 4 to 5 weeks for delivery.

44

No. of Pictures Enclosed._ __
No. of Mugs Ordered_ _ @ $12.95 $_ _ _ _ __
@ $ 1.95 $_ _ _ __
Shipping (per Mug)
DC Residents add 7.5% tax
$_ _ _ _ __
$_ _ __
Total Enclosed

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SAVE LIVES ..
C

HSUS Checks help protect wildlife and
companion animals worldwide. Each order
contributes to The Humane Society of the United
States' efforts to speak for animals since they
cannot speak for themselves.
Each check depicts an endearing creature with
a message to encourage humane behavior
each time you write a check.
I !SUS Checks are printed on recycled paper with
wgetable-based soy ink to help preserve our
environment. They meet national standards for
quality and are guaranteed to work at your
financial institution.
When you choose HSUS Checks there's nothing
to lose - and a whole world to gain.

TO ORDER
HSUS CHECKS:
0 Complete the attached order form.
0 Include an original REORDER FORM
or VOIDED CHECK from your existing
supply (indicate any changes).
0 Include a DEPOSIT TICKET for
this account.
0 Include check or credit card PAYMENT
for your purchase. (Make checks payable
to Affinity Products).
0 Enclose all the above items in an
envelope and mail to:
USUS Checks
c/o Affinity Products
P.O. Box 59165
Minneapolis, MN 55459-0165

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _Zip: _ _
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All four scenes
Single or duplicate checks
Transaction register
'l'u.:H9[~ Vinyl HSUS cover
fi'IT'li~r'J. Elegant Lettering

"0 percent of your order goes to support HSl rs. Orders
shipped to address printed on check, unless otherwise
specified. Allow :)-~ weeks for delivery. For your protection.
we will accept written orders only. We reserve the right not
to process incomplete orders. For more information. call
us toll-free at l-801H27-712.1. 7 am to 7 pm Central Time.
Ask for mur HSLTS Specialist.

Day phone_:!_

_:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Start my checks with#

(We'lluse lOIII if not specified.)

0 Check enclosed

Charge my account: 0 VISA® 0 MasterCard

l':ty:thlelnAffmityl'rodllcl.>

Credit Card Acct. II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E'P· Date_ _ _ Cardholder's Signature

SELECT AN ELEGANT LETTERING STYLE:

0 Qyi[(
0 .Y,;y;t

0 ®li'l 1£11!1li!l[)
0 PROFESSIONAL
0 lS'IH~Iu:t'lokc:

0 Graphic

5380-77631

ONE·PART CHECKS

0
0
0

200 ($14.95) 1 box
400 ($29.90) 2 boxes
600 ($44.85) 3 boxes

l·li)Q! tq.j il3:1 J3:~
0 !50 ($16.95) 1 box
0 300 ($33.90) 2 box
0 450 ($50.85) 3 box

Check Suhtotal $ _ _ _ __
Shippin~ & Han. dling

$ _ _ _ __

(actd $.95 per hnx)

'11:PRIORmfiWJJiil. $ 3 . 5 0 - - - (Optional)

Add 7% Sales Tax $ _ _ _ __
Grand Total $ - - - - (Make checks payable to Affinity Products.)

Mail to: Affinity Products
P.O. Box 59165, Minneapolis, MN 55459-0165
Thank you for supporting The Humane Society of the United State
with ·vow· order.

